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Marlboro Lights is the leading low tar cigarette in the U .B . The
brand has experienced continuous share growth since its launch in
1971, when the low tar category was in its infancy,

The success of Marlboro Lights stems not only from the growing
demand for low tar cigarettes, but also from the successful
positioning of Marlboro Lights as a low tar member of the
Marlboro family .

Marlboro Lights' advertising, packaging, and product effectively
build an image that is consistent with, yet unique from, Marlboro
Red .

ADVERTISING : Marlboro Lights advertising projects a lighter
lavor x am ge, drawing on the heritage of Marlboro Country

advertising, but retaining differences . For example, Lights
advertising has tended to include less action, few close-up
cowboy visuals, and lighter colors . Over time, as the
brand's own identity has evolved and strengthened, Lights
advertising has moved closer and closer toward Marlboro Red .

PACKAQE : The Marlboro Lights pack has design features
s.imilar to Marlboro Red's but with a lighter look, achieved
largely through a rooftop which is different from Marlboro
Red's : the rooftop is smaller, surrounded by white space, and
it is gold in color .

PRODUCT : Marlboro Lights was introduced with a different
blend than Marlboro Red, and with a white filter containing a
plastic plug . The product differences were designed to
minimize cannibalization and to bring new low tar smokers
into the Marlboro family . in 1979, Lights received a flavor
improvement, giving it a truer Marlboro taste, and the
plastic filter plug was removed . Of course, tar and nicotine
levels have remained at lower levels than the parent blend .

Outside the U .S ., the principal challenge remains the same for
Marlboro Lights : to draw strength from Marlboro but also to
build a separate Marlboro Lights identity .

~

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/ftjd0116
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I . BRAND EISTORY

P .3

Launch: Marlboro Lights $5's soft pack was launched in the
U . . in January, 1971 and positioned as a low tar member of
the Marlboro family . To minimize cannibalization of Marlboro
Red, the Lights version was introduced with a different blend
(14 mg tar/1 .1 mg nicotine versus Red's 20 mg tar/1 .3 mg
nicotine) . The product had a white filter containing a
plastic plug .

&ubsequently, the brand launched a 100 mm style (1978), box
packaging (1980 for 85's, 1984 for 100's), and also underwent
several product modifications (product history is detailed
bel4w) .

In addition to being the introductory year for Marlboro
Lights, 1971 was also the first year of the U .S . ban on
broadcast advertising for cigarettes . Total Marlboro ad
spending for 1971 and 1972 remained about fiat relative to
1970, with Li.ghts now taking up about 22% of the ad budget .
Beginning with 1973, spending for Red and Gold surpassed 1970
levels, and spending has continued to grow fairly steadily
through the present . Spending behind Lights dipped for 1973-
75, but, beginning with the low tar revolution in 1976, it
has ranged from about 30-50% of total brand spending .

Share growth for Lights has been continuous since national
introduction in 1972 . in 1984, Marlboro Lights reached a 6 .5
share leve7l and became the leading low tar . In 1985, Lights
posted a 7 .4% share, retaining its leadership position .

U .S . Share History*

TOTAL

~Chg .
vs .
YA

Sof t
Pack
85

Sof t
8ox Pack Box
85 100 100

8of t
Pack
25

1972 0 .4 - 0 .4 - - - -
1973 0 .5 +25 .0 0 .5 - -- - -
1974 0 .7 +40 .0 0 .7 - - - -
1975 0 .9 +28 .6 0 .9 - w - -
1976 1 .2 +33 .3 1 .2 - - - -
1977 1 .5 +25 .0 1 .5 - - - -
1978 2 .0 +40 .0 1 .5 - 0 .5 - -
1979 2 .7 +35 .0 1 .9 - 0.8 - -
1980 3 .6 +33 .3 2 .3 0 .2 1.1 - -
1981 4 .4 +22 .2 2 .4 0 .7 1 .3 - -
1982 5 .2 +18 .2 2 .7 0 .9 1.6 - -
1983 5 .9 +13 .5 2 .9 1 .2 1 .8 - -
1984 f6 .5 +10 . 2 3 .1 1 .4 1 .6 0 .4 --
1985 7 .4 +13 .8 3 .3 1 .6 1.7 0 .6 0 .2
1986 8 .1 +9 .5 3 .4 2 .0 1.8 0 .6 0 .3

* Source : The Maxwell Report (1973-1985)
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Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/ftjd0116
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U .S . Business Stucamary

Sales in Billi
Units (vs . XA

on
) 5hare (vs . YA)*

Ad
Spending
$ MM **

Ad Spending
As A% of

Total
Marlboro**

Total
Low Tar
Mkt .
Share*

1971 0 .3 0 .1 $5 .1 22 .5 4 .6
1972 2 .3 (+666 .7%) 0 .4 (+300 .0%) $5 .2 22 .3 5 .1
1973 3 .0 (+30 .4%) 0 .5 (+25 .0%) $0 .1 0 .5 6 .0
1974 4 .1 (+36 .7%) 0 .7 (+40 .0%) $2 .3 8 .0 7 .3
1975 5 .3 (+29 .3%) 0 .9 (+28 .6%) $3 .6 13 .4 8 .6
1976 7 .0 (+32 .1%) 1 .2 (+33 .3%) $9 .4

(1976 marked real beginning of low tar boom,
and other low tar brands .)

30 .0 15 .6
with launch of Merit

1977 8 .9 (+27 .1%) 1 .5 (+25 .0%) $15 .0 39 .7 23 .6
1978 12 .4 (+39 .3%) 2 .0 (+33 .3~) $19 .0 41 .9 37 .1

(ML 100's soft pack was introduced, generating a .6% share . )

1979 16 .5 (+33 .1%) 2 .7 (+35 .0%) $19 .9 40.9 42 .4
1980 22.4 (+35 .8%) 3 .6 (+33 .3%) $26.8 51.0 48.5

(ML 85's box was introduced in the third quarter, with first year
sales of 3 .0 billion units . )

1981 27.6 (+23 .2%) 4 .4 (+22 .2%) $31.0 48.5 59 .6
(AI1 ML packings grew in 1981, and ML became the #2 low tar brand .)

1982 32 .7 (+18 .5%) 5 .2 (+18 .2%) $28 .2
(ML became the #1 selling low tar cigarette .)

35 .8 58 .8

1983 35 .1 (+7 .3%) 5 .9 (+13 .5%) $23 .1 28 .4 53 .0
1984 39 .3 (+12 .0%) 6 .5 (+10 .2%) $47 .2 47 .0 52 .3

(ML 100's box was launched, generating a .48% share .)

1985 43 .9 (+11.7%) 7,4 (+13 .8%) $56 .2 47 .6
(ML 25's soft pack was launched, generating a .2$ share . )

52 .3

* Source : The Maxwell Report (197 3-1985)
tV
r-A
0

** Source : :1971-1974 s Marlboro Lights Budget Sumrmar).es 0~~
1975,-19$5 : Competitive Reports .p

41%
j

cn
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Marlboro Lights : 17.S . Product Histor~

P .5

1972 14 mg tar/1 .1 mg nicotine (vs . parent at 20 mg/tar/1 .3 mg
nicotine)

Marlboro Lights 85's was introduced (in aa soft pack) with
a different blend than the Red parent to minimize
cannibalization . The product had a white filter tip
containing a plastic plug .

1976 13 mg tar/0 .8 mg nicotine

1977 12 mg tar/0 .7 mg nicotine

1978 Marlboro Lights 100's (soft pack) was introduced in
January, with a tar/nicotine content of 12 mg/0 .8 mg, the
numbers virtually matching those of the ML 85's product .
The 100's product had a truer Marlboro blend than the
85's .

1979 Marlboro Lights 85's received a flavor improvement and the
plastic filter plug was removed, giving the product a
truer Marlboro blend like that of the new 100's, and
improved taste delivery . This improvement was made to
provide a more acceptable product for Marlboro Red/Gold
smokers who were moving to low tar, and to provide a more
Competitive product versus other low tars . The success of
Lights 100's constituted support for the decision to
change the 85's to the truer Marlboro blend .

1980 Marlboro Lights 85's Box was introduced in the third
quarter, with a tar/nicotine content of 12 mg/0 .8 mg,
matching ML 85's soft pack and 100's products .

1981 Tar and nicotine moved downward slightly :

100's : 10 mg tar/0 .7 mg nicotine
85's Box : 10 mg tar/0 .7 mg nicotine
85's Soft Pack . 1]1 mg tar/0,7 mg nicotine

1984 Marlboro Lights 100's box was introduced with 11 mg
tar/0 .7 mg nicotine .

1985 Marlboro Lights soft pack 25's were added to the Marlboro
family with 1.1 mg tar/7 mg nicotine .

Marlboro Li , hcs Outside the t7 . 8 .

German : Marlboro Lights has been launched three times in
Germany . The first launch, in 1974, utilized the Marlboro
Country campaign. This launch was unsuccessful due to the
virtual absence of a low tar and nicotine (LTN) segment . The
decision was made not to support Marlboro Lights until Marlboro
Red was more firmly established, and until the LTN segment

-4-

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/ftjd0116
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grew. In 1983, two Marlboro Light versions were launched (King
and 100's), both with new, lower tar and nicotine levels . The
1983 launch campaign, "2 x NEU," referred to the cigarette's new
(100 mm) size and lower tar and nicotine levels . zt was hoped
that Marlboro Lights would attract more LTN smokers by offering
similar flavor with less tar and nicotine and as a result,
compete in the growing LTN 100's segment (especially attractive
to women) . However, the 1983 launch came during a pricing
problem in the marlcet, and the launch was unsuccessf ul . Finally,
in 1985, Marlboro Lights was launched again, this time as "The
Light Marlboro ." Currently, Marlboro Red is Germany's #1
cigarette, and both Marlboro Lights Kings and 100's are well
established in the retail food trade and in tobacco shops . Each
packing has a .2% market share . It is expected that the growth
of Marlboro Lights in Germany will be a long-term process . The
total LTN segment is declining, and while Marlboro Lights smokers
are young, the number of young LTN smokers is low .

France : Marlboro Lights was launched in France in 1982, and
despite a lack of advertising support until this year, the brand
has grown faster than the total Lights segment . The reason for
not supporting Marlbozo Lights was that cigarette advertising in
France•is highly restricted, and each company has a limited media
allocation . UntiIl this year, PhiZip Morris chose to use its
small allocation for Marlboro and Philip Morris Super .lights .
Currently, Marlboro Lights' share is .7% .

Belgium: Marlboro Lights was launched in Belgium in 1984, and
has a .53$ market share . The launch objective was to stop the
growth ot Barclay, which was taking share from Marlboro Red . The
launch was successful, although there was significant switching
from Red to Lights .

The Netherlands : Marlboro Gold was launched in The Netherlands
in Octo er 1984 . At that time, there were several female-
targeted Lights extensions in Amsterdam, so the name Marlboro
Gold was chosen to convey a somewhat less feminine image, closer
to that of Marlboro. It was positioned as a high quality, low
tar and nicotine filter cigarette, packed in a 20's flip top box
with golden roof top, and available at a premium price . During
1.9$5, the total low tar filter segment dropped to 9 .1% of the
total market versus 9 .3% in 1984 . Bearing this decline in mind,
the 1985 results for Marlboro Gold are considered satisfactory .
The brand has a market share of .4%, and accounts for 4 .2% of the
low tar filter segment . Distribution levels are highest in
tobacco stores (92%) and lower than targeted in food stores (69%)
and sundry outlets (45%) . The objectives for 1986 are to
increase share of total market to .65%, and to increase share of
the low tar filter segment to 7 .1% . It is expected that the LTN
segment will rise in 1986 to 9 .2% of the total market . As of
January 1986, Marlboro Gold has been changed to Marlboro Lights,
in order for branding to be consistent across markets . The
change is only in name and packaging : the cigarette itself
remains the same .

-5-
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Greece: Marlboro lights was launched in Greece in 1983, as an
LTN rand carrying the heritage and quality of Marlboro . Today,
Marlboro Lights is the market leader in its segment (1 .1% share
of total market, 27 .2% of LTN segment) . Competitive brands (i .e .
Vantage, Lord, R6, Milde Sorte) have lost share over the past two
years, but Marlboro Lights has successfully maintained its market
share in this declining segment .

II . BRAND RATIUNALE

Launch Rationale: in the aftermath of the 1964 t7 . S . Surgeon
General s report, health concerns surrounding smoking grew .
But in 1971, the year Marlboro Lights was launched, the low
tar category was still in its infancy . Carlton, the first
marketed low tar brand, was launched by American Tobacco in
1964 but had achieved only a 0 .3 share in 1971 . Vantage,
launched in 1970, was growing, but still held only a 0 .9
share in 1971 .

Marlboro Lights was launched in 1971 in order to draw more
smokers into the Marlboro brand family . The new low tar
version of Marlboro also served a defensive purpose : there
was a proposal in New York to levy an extra tax on high tar
cigarettes which would have forced full flavor Marlboro into
price increases . (The tax never materialized .)

The Look : Executionally, Marlboro Lights signalled its place
.zn the Mar].boro product line with unique product and package
designs :

Pack Design : white with a gold chevron without any red
element
o communicates "low tar"

Tipping : white
p communicates "low tar"
o differentiates from cork tipped Marlboro Red

Blend: non-Marlboro
o see Section I for detailed product history

Launch Positioning/greative Strategy

Objectives :

1 . Communicate to smokers the availability of a new low tar
cigarette

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/ftjd0116
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2 . Communicate that this new low tar cigarette offers a
better taste, in the Marlboro tradition

Support :

- Low tar and nicotine content
- Quality tobacco

i1 .5 . Campaign Components ;

An important consideration in initial Lights'advertising was
that it look different from, but be consistent with, Marlboro
Red/Gold advertising .

- Introductory advert .ising prominently featured the Lights
pack with the copy : "From Marlboro to America's low tar
smokers . A new cigarette that's lighter in taste, lower
in tar ."

Advertising for the first five years was distinctly different
than that of parent Marlboro .

After pack shot advertising for the introductory six
months, the artwork in ML advertising consisted of
watercolor renderings of Marlboro Country, with big pack
shots .

Not until 1978 did Marlboro Lights move into the 4 color
bleed version of Marlboro Country .

Even then, graphic coloration was on the lighter end of
the color spectrum. There were no close-up shots of the
cowboy smoking, and no action shots, and copy made no
flavor promise .

(See Section IV for a detailed advertising history .)

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/ftjd0116
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III . TARGET CONSTJMERS

Marlboro Lights 1985 Demograrshic Pzofile*
~ Kings Kings % 100's Kings

Marlboro
Lights

n,,~K..,i as.

index
to
LTN

Index
to All
Smokers

Marlboro
Lights
l00s

index
to
LTN

index
to Ai1.
Smokers

Sex M
~ ~
60 10 ].19 35 115 70

F 40 93 81 65 94 130

A,ge 18-2 4 38 234 253 28 253 187
25-34 34 107 126 30 122 Ill
35-44 16 70 73 15 64 68
45-54 6 46 40 15 80 100
55-64 4 40 33 7 56 58
65+ 2 31 29 2 29 29

Median Age 27 .9 78 74 31 .6 75 84

Race
~

White 91 102 106 92 103 107
Black 2 46 27 2 37 28
Spanish- 6 91 110 5 137 100

Income**

speaking

Under $10m 7 108 77 9 112 103
$I0M - $20M 21 101 95 22 106 99
$20M -$30M 26 105 109 26 103 107
$30M -$50M 22 100 109 19 86 94
$50M+ 10 98 121 10 102 112

Education No college 52 102*** 93 56 1l0*** 100
At least some 48 100*** 114 44 92*** 105

Geographic

college

County Size A 39 104 103 34 93 90
B 30 100 94 29 88 92
C 16 91 99 19 117 118
D 15 102 106 17 126 123

Avg . Cig_/,day 20 .4 $8*** 87 21 .3 91*** 91

* Source: 1985 Cigarette Tracking Study . Philip Morris USA
(October, 1985)

** Non-response to income question approximately 14%
*** index against total LTN (not separate for Kings vs . I00's)

t,,
~
0F"1-4

Overall, Marlboro Lights skews younger (especially Kings) . Not -p
surprisingly, 100's are dramatically more female than 85's . a

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/ftjd0116
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Source of Business*

P .1Q

Both Marlboro Lights Kings and 100's gained new smokers in 1985 .

ML Packing

Kings

Gained Most
Switchers From

Marlboro Red
New Smokers
Vantage Kings Regular
Merit Kings
Camel Light Kings
Salem Kings
Winston Red
Kent Kings
Salem Light Kings
Generic Full Flavor

Kings

Lost Most
Switchers To

Merit Kings
Winston Lights Kings
Marlboro 100's
Do ra,1
Marlboro Red
Merit Ultra Lights
Virginia Slims Lights
Generic Ultra Lights Kings

100's New Smokers
Marlboro Red
Marlboro 100's

Dora]. 100's
Marlboro Red
Salem Lights 100's
Saratoga
Satin
Virginia Slims Lights

120's
Vantage Ultra Lights 100's
Winston Ultra Lights 100's
Generic 100's

*Source : 1985 Brand Switching Study

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/ftjd0116
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IV. ADVERTISING

Early Advertising (1972-1976)

After six months of introductory pack advertising, Marlboro
Lights graphics and copy consisted of black and white and
then watercolor artwork of Marlboro Country subjects .
"Marlboro Lights : The spirit of Marlboro in a low tar
cigarette" was the copy line .

The advertising projected a lighter flavor image based upon
the heritage of the parent Red/Co1d advertising, yet distinct
enough from the parent to avoid consumer confusion and not to
over-promise on flavor delivery . It was not a Marlboro .

Evolutionary Changes Toward Marlboro Red (1977- 2resent)
Marlboro Lights advertising direction was changed in March
1977 in response to concerns that Lights gross dollar
support, and its growing percentage of total Marlboro
spending, might confuse the Marlboro image .

The new advertising direction introduced in March attempted
to bring Marlboro Lights advertising closer to parent
Red/Gold. Watercolor artwork was replaced by Marlboro
photography . Layouts, however, were significantly different
in that the images were smaller, and outlined instead of bled
across the page . The pack was sti3.Il hero .

After Lights 100's 1978 introductory advertising, Marlboro
Lights advertising experienced another evolutionary change in
mid-year . The brand moved to a total bleed photographic
presentation, but utilized only the lighter coloration of
Marlboro Country . The cowboy was not the focal point -- and
high action was never used .

Marlboro Lights layouts were different from those of the
parent in that besides carrying a large "Marlboro Lights"
headline and the "spirit" line, Lights advertising featured
larger packs .

Beginning in 1982 and continuing through the present, the
Lights advertising has been evolving toward full integration
with Red .

Current Copy StrateqV
Convince smokers that Marlboro Lights is the most flavorful
low tar cigarette .

- Quality tobacco similar to full flavor parent
- Low tar and nicotine content

Tactic

Br .ing graphic look and direction of Marlboro Lights
advertising closer to full flavor parent .

_10-

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/ftjd0116
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Marlboro Lights Advertisinri Outside The U .S .

As in the IJ .S ., advertising for Marlboro Lights in other
countries strives to draw strength from the power and
character of the Marlboro Red world, but also to
differentiate Marlboro Lights as a light variation . Lights
advertising has been consistent with Red, but different .
Importantly, the ML advertising has never promised Marlboro
flavor in Marlboro Lights --- because ML does not deliver
Marlboro flavor .

Following are some examples of several campaigns that work
toward this goal .

German : Tn the 1983 launch, bright colors were used in
MarZ oro .Lights country ads : blue sky and water and green
grass, as opposed to the dark, powerful, and earthy colors of
Marlboro Red. This advertising was unsuccessful in Germany
because it failed to communicate the message of a light
product which is a Marlboro, yet separate from the parent .
The current Marlboro Lights advertising does achieve a
combination of strong branding identification with Marlboro,
while also communicating the cigarette's lightness . The
advertising consists of a golden Marlboro roof and a cutout
of Marlboro Country with a white space between the two
visuals .

France: This year, Marlboro Lights is being advertised for
the first time in France . Advertising,was developed to
achieve brand awareness and differentation from Marlboro Red,
within severe space and content limitations . Marlboro Lights
is positioned as a cigarette which gives the best taste and
greatest smoking satisfaction to men and women seeking a
light smoke . The image of Marlboro Lights is an image of
quality and oJ.ass, while simultaneously retaining the
established Marlboro values of liberty and adventure . This
is achieved, despite severe content restrictions, by using
full page ads with the top and bottom thirds of the page
completely blank (white), and the middle third portraying a
Marlboro Lights carton which depicts scenes of Marlboro
Country (with the cowboy) . With this campaign, the
advertising successfully communicates lightness (through
white space) and Marlboro (using country scenes), within
legal limits . Although the entire page must be paid for,
only one-third of the page is counted as part of Philip
Morris' media allocation .

Be= igin~m : In gelgium, the copy strategy for Marlboro Lights
zs : The flavor and strong image of Marlboro in a light
cigarette ." As in France, advertising content is restricted
to the Marlboro Lights name and pack . To date, advertising
depicts the pack and brand name on a background of wood . it
is possible that based on the success of France's Marlboro
Lights ads, Marlboro Country scenes may be incorporated into
Belgian advertising as well .

-3.3.-

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/ftjd0116
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The Netherlands : Introduced as Marlboro Gold, the cigarette
is now calle Marlbozo Lights . The name change was made to
allay consumer confusion and more clearly communicate
lightness . Creative strategy for 1986 is based upon
consistency with the cowboy campaYgn . Visuals of Marlboro
Country are now somewhat less "golden" in color, but still
use lighter colors and do not depict action . This year, the
packshot has been enlarged to stimulate brand- and pack-
identification. The copy line is : "Come to the flavor of
Marlboro in a light cigarette ." A "merger" with Marlboro Red
advertising is under consideration, but has not yet been
agreed upon .

Greece : When first launched in 19$3, Marlboro Lights
a vertising in Greece emphasized tar and nicotine
percentages . Health considerations, anti-smoking campaigns,
and competitive activity from other LTN brands were strong .
In 1985, Marlboro Lights moved away from this emphasis on
numbers, and also moved visuals closer to Marlboro Red .
However, the Marlboro Lights cowboy is sti17l portrayed in the
distance, and ads depict a great deal of blue sky, green
grass and water . Not only do these cooler colors
differentiate lights from Red, but they also hold appeal to
people living in Greece's hot, dry elimate . Toward the end
of 1986, Marlboro Lights will begin appearing next to
Marlboro Red within the same ads, but only on a few specific
occasions (suCh as Chri.stmas) .

~ ~J

Source:  http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/ftjd0116


